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Living by the water ...
The RivieraPool D•Line series: So much more than a swimming pool...

Beautiful by nature, water has the unique 
capacity to both invigorate and calm our 
senses – providing both comfort and 
recreation to our daily lives. Water is at the 
very centre of everything in this world – 
an integral and critical component of this 
garden we call life. By creating a carefully 
designed, thoughtfully curated outdoor 
living space for your home, you can build 
a luxurious private oasis centred on your 
own wellbeing and relaxation. 
When we dream of precious moments 
spent by the water, we rarely wish for 
a basic, industrial swimming pond or 
swimming pool. Instead, we dream of 
gorgeously cascading natural water, the 
sound of sweetly gurgling water as it 
dances around our feet, and the delicate 

way the light bounces off the natural flow 
of the water as it moves throughout the 
space.  It is with this commitment to water’s 
natural beauty that we created the iconic 
D•Line prefabricated pool series. Naturally 
staged water meets a modern, stylish 
design – creating a symbiotic blend of 
cutting-edge design with the splendor of 
Mother Nature.  Seamlessly incorporating 
natural ambiance with function, the D•Line 
prefabricated pool series from RivieraPool 
is a modern marvel of design that is sure to 
delight and inspire. The crisp, clear, clean 
lines of this spectacular pool deliver endless 
amounts of style, while the countless 
customisation options ensure a stunning 
pool experience as unique as you are. The 
D•Line eliminates any visually disruptive 

technical elements, leaving the chic and 
sleek pool the focal point of your own 
personal backyard oasis.  The RivieraPool 
D•Line pool series offers industry-leading 
customisation options that maximise 
your personal expression, from a natural 
stone pool deck to a seamlessly designed 
surface that appears to be cast from a 
single piece, a picturesque Infinity Channel 
with sweeping panoramic views to a 
WetLounge designed for entertaining, 
and anything in between – the RivieraPool 
D•Line pool series allows you to create 
your own water-centred sanctuary right in 
your own backyard.  Explore, imagine, and 
discover the possibilities of designing your 
own water garden through the following 
pages.



Ancona in papyrus.
10 m x 3.70 m4

D•LineANCONA

The Ancona is stylish simplicity at its very 
best. Possessing everything that a pool 
purist would want, the Ancona offers abso-
lute calm and restraint in the lines, while 
also offering sleek functionality and beau-
tiful design. From the five simple steps and 
the angular, stylish stainless steel handrail 
to the rectangular shape, the Ancona is 
how the D•Line focuses on form and func-
tion without losing sight of style and 
design.  With the massage and flow system 
discretely integrated, users are treated to 
a soothing sensory experience that you 
can absolutely feel but can hardly see or 
hear. With water gently flowing along the 
curb of the pool, the Ancona also features 
the infinity channel – a unique, chic design 
that offers comfort with a stunning visual 
that is sure to be the highlight of your 
backyard garden.

Five steps:
Chic and subtle



The Ancona in an impressive size.  A pool design built for those beautiful, fleeting moments  
between waking up and sitting down for Sunday breakfast – the ideal way to start the day fit!

Beyond imagination. Beyond description. Beyond words.
The Ancona D •Line delivers exceptional class, sophistication, and  

simplicity that defies all expectations.
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D•LineANCONA
Design line from RivieraPool.
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MODENA D•Line

Design.  Quality.  Functionality.

Classic design with a modern vision.

Among our most time-tested, customer- 
approved, best-selling models of all time, 
Modena has delivered superior quality, 
functionality, and stellar design for many 
years.  The Modena is a beautiful paradox – 
being both a classic and a newcomer all 
at the same time. How so? Never willing 
to settle, RivieraPool has remained dedi-
cated to updating and improving upon 
this carefully thought out and meticu-
lously crafted pool – which means that 
while the design has remained classic, 
the improvements have kept this series 
fresh, exciting, and ever-improving.  The 
concept impresses with its straightfor-
ward design and diverse functions, and 
offers total flexibility that centres on the 
needs and wants of the owner.  Whether 
looking for a simple, sleek pool or a tech-

nologically advanced spa-like experience, 
Modena can be delivered plain or with a 
technique shaft designed to hold all the 
bells and whistles.  With customisations 
that can range from including a Wet-
Lounge to the iconic infinity channel, 
Modena offers brilliant functionality with 
a gorgeous design. Modena features a 
6-step entry, wide seating and lounging 
areas, various flow and massage systems 
opposite the roller shutter, and offers 
the optional infinity channel.  Consider 
including the optional WetLounge as 
the entrance to your pool – a shallow 
water zone ideal for children to play in 
or adults to relax in.
Endless possibilities:  Modena.

This Modena features our bright, fresh, vibrant papyrus colour.   
The absolute and undeniable highlight of this pool is the infinity channel  
at the far end of the design. While swimming, you will experience the  
brilliant expanse of the design and the smooth water surface that maximises 
your relaxation. The wonderful, calm, smooth Modena pool experience  
allows you to find oneness with the water.



Design-Line von RivieraPool.

The Modena 370: Contemporary pool design for your home that your family will love.
Experience the chill seating and lounging areas as you connect and relax with your family.  

Dimensions: 7.75 m x 3.7 m, colour: Granicite stone grey.

The Modena pool features the compact flow and massage system FunPak 4.2 – the ideal 
combination for all your swim training and aqua fitness needs. Featuring decorative tile made 
of Ezarri Glass mosaic, this visually stunning pool has an elegant, fresh appearance that is sure 
to inspire greatness. Sample tiling along the side of the pool can be viewed live in “pools.info” 
in Geeste.

Decorati
ve

   tile
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MO DENA D•Line
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What makes a modern swimming pool 
great?  

A great modern swimming pool should 
be safe, comfortable, and welcoming.  
Featuring wide steps, wide seating, 
and targeted massage jets designed 
to deliver relaxation and rejuvenation, 
a great modern swimming pool should 
also focus on fitness as well as comfort. 
Counter-current swimming systems 
encourage a safe, efficient, and luxurious 
daily fitness routine, while also provid-
ing a place to relax and destress after a 
long day. Modena is the ideal swimming 
pool for every occasion, and that is what 
makes a great pool.  From its beautifully 
designed staircase to the stylish, sim-
plistic design that would have the most 
discerning pool aficionado begging for 
more, Modena offers simplicity where 
it should be and function where you 
want it.  Truly, the best of both worlds.

MODENA D•Line

FunPak

The FunPak is the ultimate counter-swimming and massage system 
designed exclusively by RivieraPool for the Modena. Two powerful 
counter-swim nozzles provide the perfect amount of resistance for 
swimmers, offering the ultimate fitness and training experience for 
every level. Six microjets provide deep, thumb-pressure massage 
on the back muscles, while two powerful super-jets work on the 
lower back, and a geyser-jet is available for the feet and calves.
Also available is the optional two-row air bubble duct, transforming 
Modena into a luxurious oxygen bed.

Simple and functional

Featuring a simple, yet functional staircase designed to offer easy 
access to everyone, the 6-step entry extends to the pool floor and 
provides a safe, secure method of entry and exit for all guests.  The 
large sitting and reclining steps offer plenty of space for the whole 
family – offering a variety of heights and angles across the corners 
of the pool.
Two additional LED spotlights illuminate the entire pool area at 
night to create a cosy, safe atmosphere.

The WetLounge®

The enjoyment we get from a pool goes so far beyond just seeing, 
feeling, and moving in the water – and that is where the WetLounge 
comes in. The WetLounge is a water terrace within the pool. An 
eye-catching visual display of beautiful coloured lighting and a fire 
bowl at night, this relaxation zone is complete with lounge furniture 
and throw pillows – providing the ideal area to socialise, connect, 
or play with the little ones. 
The WetLounge gives your personal backyard oasis a unique, special 
flair that you will cherish for years to come.



Modena Swim
 & Fun

Modena Classic

Ancona
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How much swimming pool does a person need?

O U R  L I T T L E  O N E S  270  C M  x  550  C M

Believe it or not, size isn’t everything. At 
RivieraPool, our expert pool design team 
has created a robust line of smaller pools 
designed to offer maximum functionality 
in a minimal area. Our Ancona 550 and 
Modena 550 pools can include a wide 
assortment of high-end features upon 
request.
The Modena 550 Swim & Fun model 
features all of the compact technology 
within the shaft of the pool, delivering 
all of the flow and massage technology 
that the Modena is known for – all in a 
smaller size. These systems are installed 
and tested within the factory and are 
ready to use immediately. 

The Ancona 550 and Modena 550 are 
pools that have been carefully designed 
for smaller backyards and gardens. 
Despite the small size, these pools feature 

Compact. Clean. Perfect. All day, every day.

all of the functionality and fitness 
benefits of the larger pools and can be 
equipped with additional features as 
requested. From the wide, voluminous 
water pressure to the selective, intense 
massage, the counter-swimming features 
to the soothing relaxation current, these 
pools are available and ideal for every 
family backyard. 

Offering additional protection from 
leaves and dirt, the Thermosafe solar 
roller shutter keeps your pool clean while 
also protecting your children and pets. 
The roller shutter of the Integra 2-13 is 
virtually invisible under a flatwater bench.

Our small sized pools are ideal for the 
whole family!
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L INE AR D•Line

Four steps: 
Design across the board.

Time to relax.

Linear in our elegant and fresh papyrus colour.

The Linear is a stunningly straight, sim-
ple, and clean pool that embraces the 
brilliant elegance of nature while offer-
ing modern advances in swimming 
technology. Delivering clear lines that 
drive towards the water and across the 
stairs, the granicite-coloured pool surface 
and the dark natural stone form a perfect 
visual display and a harmonious transi-
tion into the water. The Linear offers a 
beautiful visual experience all-year long – 
even in the winter. With the counter- 
current and massage system installed 

as discretely as possible, the Linear fea-
tures soothing moving water that you 
can feel but hardly see. The counter- 
swimming system is installed in the step 
end of the pool, with the suction coming 
from the roller shutter box, providing 
instant access to a robust workout with-
out leaving the comfort of your pool.

Same pool…but featuring our infinity channel, offering a unique feature 
and highlight alongside a nearby lake.
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L INE AR D•Line

maybe some much-needed peace and quiet. 
No matter the occasion, a pool is so much more 
than a feature of your house – it is a precious 
opportunity to reconnect with yourself, your 
family, and rejuvenate from the daily stresses 
of life. Our Linear is the perfect addition to your 
backyard and home garden.

Is there anything better than a quiet, mild summer 
night spent at home by your own pool? Imagine 
the delicately shining water, the sweet sounds of 
quietly moving water, and the beautiful surroundings 
of your own home. Imagine the soft light of a warm 
fire, a glass of good wine, perhaps some engaging 
conversation, some quiet romantic moments, or 

Design all along the line.



D•Line

...cleverly constructed.
L INE AR  R S

At RivieraPool, we believe that simple, 
efficient design simply cannot be 
beaten. That is why we take extra time 
and care to engineer each pool in the 
most thoughtful, logical, and functional 
way possible. For example, our roller 
shutter is discretely and expertly 
installed to fit directly under the stairs. 
This space-saving, invisibly accessible 
feature offers two distinct advantages:  
It allows the first step to be safer and 
wider, creating a shallow water area 
that everyone can enjoy. It creates the 

space on the opposite side to install 
additional features such as our infinity 
channel, WetLounge, or counter-current 
technology.

No matter how you look at it, the Linear 
RS offers the absolute best in visually 
pleasing and technologically savvy pool 
design and solutions.

Linear RS - simply clever...

Linear RS with infinity channel. The elegant combination of the staircase with integrated  
roller shutter shaft and the infinity edge that opens a glance into the surroundings.

The evening mood around the backyard pool garden 
is filled with peace, bliss, and relaxation. 
Our pools offer extremely high-water levels, elegant  
lighting, and supreme comfort.
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Linear RS 875/370 in papyrus.

A Linear RS 875/370 in the colour granicite stone grey. Our exclusive roller shutter cover made of  
solar polycarbonate (optional) offers an exquisite, luxurious look to the pool.

Linear RS 875/370 in granicite stone grey.

Linear  RS 
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L INE AR  R S D•Line



2015
WINNER IN THE CATEGORY:
SWIMMING POOL

The innovation award of the
Schwimmbad & Sauna
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Award Ceremony, Golden Wave 2015
From left to right:  Peter Lang (Editor of S&S), 
Guido Rengers and Uwe Rengers from 
RivieraPool.

Europe’s largest pool and spa magazine, “Schwimmbad & Sauna”, has 
been honouring revolutionaries and pioneers in the swimming pool 
and spa industry. The Golden Wave Award is presented to recognise 
advances in pool innovation, and receiving the award is considered 
one of the highest honours within the industry. 

RivieraPool is proud to have launched 
the first-of-its-kind shallow water zone 
for prefabricated pools. Catching the eye 
of the judges at the Golden Wave Awards 
in 2015, the WetLounge was one of the 
innovative and key factors in RivieraPool 
receiving the main prize in the swimming 
pool category. 
The WetLounge is an extension of the 
pool, adding an additional 2 metres to the 
overall size. At 15 centimetres deep, the 
WetLounge creates a completely new living 
and leisure space that is both functional, 
attractive, and stylish. By incorporating 
seating areas and lounge furniture into the 
design of the pool, the WetLounge delivers 
a lagoon-like environment. With the addi-
tion of a brilliant fire bowl centrepiece and 

LED lighting, the WetLounge transforms any 
backyard space into a world-class lounging 
area that is sure to impress. When creating 
the WetLounge, RivieraPool designers set 
out to reimagine the design and function-
ality of the backyard swimming pool and 
water garden – and the results are noth-
ing short of spectacular. The WetLounge 
transforms any space into a serene water 
sanctuary. Staging a space that replicated 
life by the water, RivieraPool created the 
WetLounge to help homeowners create 
a little piece of paradise in the comfort of 
their backyard. Designed to become the 
epicentre of the homeowner’s social life, 
the WetLounge was always envisioned to 
be a place where friends and family came 
together to connect, relax, and celebrate. 

“RivieraPool knows how to use the Wet-
Lounge in order to redefine and reimagine 
the pool experience in a larger context,” 
said Golden Wave Award jurors in 2015.  
“Aspects of gardening and landscaping 
are seamlessly incorporated, as well as 
specific attention to creating a home-like 
atmosphere that makes any home the 
centre of the pool owner’s social life.”
At RivieraPool, we are honoured to have 
received the Golden Wave Award – not 
only because it honours our tireless work 
and drive for innovation, but because it 
has helped us connect with pool owners 
throughout the world and provide them 
with a swimming pool that is sure to ele-
vate their relaxation and fitness experience 
to a whole new dimension.

W E T L O U N G E ® – The shallow water zone

Our award-winning WetLounge®



Modern combination:  Ancona WetLounge with Modena step-end.

Modena 370 with WetLounge in granicite stone grey.Ancona 800/320 with WetLounge in papyrus.
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W E T L O U N G E  ® – The multi-functional shallow water zone 
Presenting the iconic and award-winning WetLounge®
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Classic. Stylish. Timeless. These are the 
quintessential features of our iconic 
Roman design. From the clear lines to 
the round, generous entry featuring 
gracefully curved steps, the noble and 
elegant design of our Rom pool 
remains magnificent and enduring in 
both style and function.

Featuring a powerful counter-current 
swimming system that can optionally 
be integrated and spotlights that illu-
minate every beautiful curve and 
simple line of this spectacular pool, 
the Rom offers luxury, functionality, 

and beauty that will leave you breath-
less. Ideal for entertaining, relaxing, 
exercising, or spending time with 
friends and family, the Rom offers 
timeless elegance, chic simplicity, and 
aesthetic elevation to any backyard or 
water garden.

Classic. Stylish. Timeless.

ROM
... elegant, timeless, and classic. The Rom.



Swimming pool with overflow channel ...
... the ultimate in comfort.

If you have ever spent time in a luxury hotel 
swimming pool, you know how smooth, 
relaxing, and lavish they can be. Overflow 
pools frequently found in premium hotels 
and spas deliver the ultimate swimming 
experience. The water flows smoothly 
into an overflow channel and through 
a filtration device, creating a superior 
swimming experience. Beyond the 
functionality and practicality the overflow 
channel provides, it also delivers a unique 
blend of sophistication and style.
RivieraPool helps you bring the majesty, 
opulence, and comfort of an overflow 
channel directly to your own home pool 
experience. When paired with beautiful 
natural stone, the overflow channel creates 
a smooth transition between the building 
and your swimming pool.

Hotel pool with overflow channel and gutter grating. Outdoor pool with stone-covered overflow channel.
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The tremendously high water-level featured in the overflow basins provide 
a soothing, calming effect. The generously sized pool offers stunning visuals  
and gentle sounds that are relaxing and invigorating. Cultivating a soothing,  
peaceful ambiance, your backyard oasis and water garden will transform  
your home into a beautiful refuge of serenity and comfort.

Cover of the overflow channel with stones.
Your RivieraPool specialist dealer will choose the perfect natural stones.



Cuarzo

OCEAN / IRIS

JADE / IRIS

CUARZO/ IRIS BALI STONE / ZEN

CREAMSTONE / ZEN

FIOR-DI-BOSCO / ZEN

Our extensions are constantly updated.  
For further information please visit:  

www.dlinepools.de

Handrails and grab rails

At RivieraPool, safety and security is our num-
ber one priority. Every D•Line pool features 
high-quality, premium stainless-steel handrails 
and grab rails that have been customised and 
designed exclusively for RivieraPool. Chic, smart, 
and safe, RivieraPool handrails and grab rails are 
the perfect match to our iconic D•Line and pro-
vide security as well as style.

Natural stone design and style

RivieraPool creates a discrete and elegant hidden 
edge that sits right below the surface of the water. 
Using beautiful, overhanging natural stones, a 
hidden edge creates a visual illusion of a high water 
level. 
Our granicite pool colour is crafted to give the 
appearance and illusion of a naturally occurring, 
single cast piece of stone – delivering a 
streamlined and remarkable visual experience 
that will elevate the atmosphere of your 
backyard water garden and provide unsurpassed 
harmony to your home.

Grey Granite coping stones 
with square nose.

Grey Granite coping stones 
with rounded edge.

Decorative tile crafted  
from glass mosaic.

Enhance the visual brilliance of your Riviera 
Pool with elegant, decorative glass mosaic tile 
from Ezarri. Choose from a variety of colours, 
textures, and materials.

WetLounge®

Upgrade your backyard oasis and bathing gar-
den with our most cutting-edge feature – our 
iconic two-metre-long WetLounge. Complete 
your pool with this brilliant flatwater zone. 
Whether you sit, lie, or lounge in this pristine 
shallow water, the ambiance is sure to transport 
you to another world. 

As chic lighting dances softly across the water 
and the brilliant fire bowl delivers warm light 
throughout your backyard garden, the Wet-
Lounge creates a unique atmosphere that is 
both aesthetically pleasing as well as tremen-
dously comfortable.

Infinity edge

A deeper overflow channel designed to allow 
water to smoothly and elegantly fall from the size 
of the pool while creating a stunning panoramic 
view, the infinity edge is the ultimate way to 
stage your pool for maximum aesthetic appeal. 
For those who have a beautiful view of a luscious 
landscape that overlooks a lake, river, or sea, this 
functional and efficient panorama channel is an 
absolute must. The prefabricated materials are  
designed and engineered specifically to provide 
maximum functionality with minimal visual dis-
ruption – creating an elegant and seamless ex-
perience that will leave you breathless. Contact 
your RivieraPool specialist to create your own 
unique infinity experience and receive a person-
alised quote.

High water level

High water levels that foster an environment of 
serenity and relaxation provide a soothing, calm-
ing effect – bringing tranquillity and comfort to 
your backyard. The generously sized and meticu-
lously designed pool offers stunning visuals and 
gentle sounds that are calming and refreshing. 
Cultivating a soothing, peaceful ambiance, your 
backyard oasis and water garden will transform 
your home into a beautiful refuge of peaceful-
ness and relaxation.

New!

Extensions
Elevate the look and feel of your D•Line 
pool with an assortment of high- 
quality add-ons designed to comple-
ment your RivieraPool. Choose from a 
wide variety of extensions, including the  
infinity channel, decorative tiles crafted 
from glass mosaic, natural coping stones 
or the WetLounge. Choose to add the 
shallow water zone that extends your 
pool and create an entirely new outdoor 
living area ideal for relaxing in shallow 
water. Ideal for gatherings, resting, or 
creating the ideal play area for your chil-
dren, we offer a full suite of extensions 
designed to deliver an incredible swim-
ming pool experience.

View additional colours at: 

.com
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Granicite stone grey

The pool colour granicite stone grey de-
livers an impressive look and feel of real, 
natural stone. When paired with natural 
stone paving around the pool, the re-
sults are stunning. Creating the illusion 
that the entire pool is built from one 
single piece of natural stone, the grani-
cite stone grey pool looks bright and 
fresh in the sun and creates bold, blue 
water. Even if dark colours that lose their 
intensity and tone over time, the natural 
granicite stone grey colour will retain its 
vibrancy throughout the years.

The colours
The relationship between colour and 
water is a magical one. The optical 
properties of water can transform 
the tone, look, and vibrancy of any 
colour – creating a unique opportu-
nity to customise the mood and at-
mosphere of your swimming pool. 
By blending specific colours and ma-
terials with the water, RivieraPool is 
able to create a fully customisable 
visual experience that serves as a 
seamless and natural transition from 
the materials of the pool to the land-
scaping of your backyard oasis. The 
colours of the stone and pool materi-
als create the ideal backdrop to fea-
ture the calm, transparent water – 
creating the perfect and most 
beautiful impression of your person-
al piece of paradise. 
Granicite maximises the reflection of 
the water, the pool colours blend 
seamlessly within the landscaping, 
and even in dark or rainy weather, 
the natural appearance of the pool 
will leave you breathless.. 

White

On a white surface, water becomes a beautiful pale 
blue that glistens in the sun. Polished stainless steel 
accessories deliver style, contrast, and elegance to 
the pool. White gives a bright, fresh look that is both 
classic and modern. The white colour gives the pool 
a distinct maritime style and is ideal as well for in-
door pools. In the evening, the white basin provides 
the ultimate backdrop for an exceptional ambiance.

Papyrus

A chic, classic, and easy to maintain pool colour. Papy-
rus allows the crisp, clean lines and elegant design 
of your pool to shine while the colour effortlessly 
blends in with the scenery. Transforming the colour 
of the water into a radiant blue, but not as bold as 
the white basin, papyrus compliments almost any 
natural background or landscaping, and is the ideal 
companion for your backyard water garden. Due to its 
versatility and natural appearance, papyrus is highly 
recommended for outdoor use. 

Silver grey

The pool colour silver grey offers conven-
ience, elegance, and beauty all in one. 
With water shining brightly at all depths 
against this subtle colour, it provides a 
classic, clean appearance. The silver grey 
pool offers a modern yet timeless look 
that is sure to please. Creating a bright, 
brilliant blue hue to the water, this con-
fident yet reserved colour is suitable for 
any environment, occasion, or size. 

Sand

There is nothing more relaxing than spending 
some quiet moments along the soft beaches and 
warm sand, and with our sand-coloured pool, we 
help transform your backyard swimming and wa-
ter lounge area into your own little piece of para-
dise. Creating a vibrant and rich turquoise colour in 
the water, our sand colour will drive up the tropical 
vibes while still providing a magnificent backdrop 
for your swimming pool. Featuring single-coloured 
steps available in sand or beige, the basin provides a 
distinct visual transition from the sandstone coping 
stones to the pool. Built-in accessories and handrails 
give a light, bright accent to the pool.

All photos shown here are only examples, 
and due to printing, offer only an approx-
imation of the actual tone, colour, and ap-
pearance. Have your RivieraPool dealer 
show you original colour samples.

Sea blue

A delicately subtle, monochromatic moment – our 
sea blue colour gives your pool a deep, lush, rich  
appearance that is both classic and easy to maintain. 
With stainless-steel built-in accessories and handrails, 
this timeless and classy colour combination is abso-
lute perfection for anyone who adores the look of a 
strong, light blue hue. The luxurious look of our sea 
blue basin is simply divine.
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Spin-off EMPA 

 
 
 
RivieraPool Fertigschwimmbad GmbH 

Klöcknerstr. 2 

Postfach 12 22 

D-49744 Geeste-Dalum 

 

Prüfbericht Nr. 283-13/2 

Prüfauftrag: 

Ermittlung des Widerstands gegen Hageleinwirkung für Anwendung 

Schwimmbad mit Beschusswinkel 90°; geprüft mit Eiskugeln nach 

Prüfbestimmung VKF Bern, Nr. 14, 1.04.2011/05-14de, Version 1.02  

 

Auftraggeber: 

RivieraPool Fertigschwimmbad GmbH, D-49744 Geeste-Dalum 

Prüfobjekt: 

Schwimmbadabdeckung aus Polycarbonat PC, 3-Kammer Hohl-

profil Typ 14/72, transparent/schwarz, Profilhöhe 14 mm, Schalen-

dicke 0.9 mm, Abschlussprofil aus PC, Grösse ca. 1.45 x 2.00 m2 

schwimmend geprüft in 1.5 m breitem Wasserbecken  

Kundenreferenz: 
Herr Guido Rengers 

Ihr Auftrag vom: 
18. April 2013 

Eingang des Prüfobjektes: 
29. April 2013 

Ausführung der Prüfung: 
2. Mai 2013 

Anzahl Seiten: 

8 inklusive Beilagen 

Ergebnisse: 

Erreichte Klassierungen nach VKF: 

Wasserdichtheit:  
dicht nach Beschuss mit 5 cm-EK 

Mechanik:  
unbeschädigt nach Beschuss mit 4 cm-EK 

Aussehen:  
unbeschädigt nach Beschuss mit 3 cm-EK 

 

Bemerkung: 

ohne Aufrollmechanismus geprüft, EK = Eiskugel 

 
 
 
Dübendorf / Aathal, 5. Mai 2013 

Flüeler Polymer Consulting GmbH 

 

P. Flüeler

Fig. Left:  Every Thermosafe 
roller shutter cover of 
polycarbonate includes a 
certification of guarantee .com38

Our exclusive Thermosafe roller 
shutter covers are engineered for 
use in RivieraPool prefabricated 
swimming pools. Adapted and ad-
justed to the specific pool dimen-
sions, shape, stairs, and layout of 
your pool, the Thermosafe roller 
shutter cover delivers safety, securi-
ty, and convenience all in one bril-
liantly designed accessory. With a 
precise water level regulator and 
overflow fitting designed for optimal 
operation of the roller shutter, you 
can rest assured knowing your pool 
will be protected from the  
elements and your friends, family, 
children, and pets are kept safe. Fea-
turing drive technology with the 
motor mount and pool wall ducts 
that are specially designed for our 
pools, the Thermosafe roller shutter 
is factory-built and installed.

Expertly tested for quality  
and resistance.

Our Thermosafe roller shutter covers 
are LNE tested and certified. When 
combined with the optional safety lock, 

Thermosafe roller shutter cover
Tailor-made and custom designed for your RivieraPool.

the Thermosafe roller shutter covers 
comply with NF P90-308, the only  
European safety law for swimming pool 
covers. RivieraPool is passionate about 
meeting and exceeding these stringent 
standards. RivieraPool’s polycarbonate 
profiles are largely hail-resistant and 
recognised in the Swiss hail register for 
quality and excellence.

Energy-saving. Eco-friendly. 
Highly efficient.

Over 80 % of the thermal energy of your 
pool is lost through the water surface – 
whether through evaporation or  

convection. However, containing this 
heat and preventing thermal energy 
loss is as simple as installing one of the 
Thermosafe roller shutter covers. In ad-
dition to saving energy, reducing heat-
ing bills, and promoting sustainable 
practices, using one of our solar roller 
shutters to transmit solar energy into 
the pool delivers the ultimate in effi-
ciency and environmentally friendly 
practices. Global data surrounding solar 
power and radiation show that be-
tween the months of May and August, 
the average solar power cover can ex-
pect nearly 160 kW per square metre 
per month in energy reserves. A 4 x 8 m 
outdoor swimming pool can be sup-
plied with an average of around 100 
kWh per day during this period – creat-
ing the ideal opportunity to maximise 
efficiency and minimise energy loss.

Heating your pool with the power of the sun.

• Energy efficient
• Optimal security  
  and safety
• Sleek, elegant design  
  and look
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Style and safety  
that goes above and 
beyond

• Offers optimal safety and security  

 for your friends, family, children,  

 and pets

• Protects against unwanted dirt,  

 leaves, and pollen

• Maximises energy efficiency

• Sleek, elegant design and look

Our Thermosafe slats are available 
in two styles:

With two styles to choose from, you 
can create a customised pool securi-
ty experience that meets your unique 
needs, goals, and priorities. Choose 
between PVC, available in white, grey 
or solar, and the extremely durable, 
largely hail-proof, and easy to main-
tain polycarbonate solar or solar silver 
vaporised version.

Grey

White White

PVC white or grey
This roller shutter cover keeps the pool warm 
and ensures a good balance of energy and 
heat. It protects against dirt, leaves, and debris 
while providing safety and protection features 
designed to maintain the safety of people and 
animals. This solid pool cover can be closed and 
opened using a key switch.

PVC solar
The solar PVC cover is an effective, energy-saving 
pool cover designed to minimise energy con-
sumption and maximise the safety and security of 
those around it. Not only does the solar PVC cover 
keep heat within the pool, but it also utilises solar 
power to maintain the temperature of the pool 
and heat the water. The black underside keeps 
the water dark and prevents the growth of algae.

Polycarbonate solar
The ideal material for roller shutters, polycar-
bonate is both impact-resistant and is certified as 
being hail resistant in the hail register. Featuring 
a highly transparent surface and a black under-
side this, carefully engineered roller shutter with 
its new “anti-algae profile” is designed to leave 
dirt and contaminants outside of the pool leaving 
your water clean, clear, and protected.

Polycarbonate solar, silver vaporised
Bring the protection, safety, and cleanliness 
to a higher, more stylish level with the silver  
vaporised polycarbonate solar slats. Bringing a 
stainless-steel look to your cover, this version 
provides a solar heating effect to your pool. 
However, the heat effect is not as big as for the 
standard polycarbonate solar slats as more sun-
light is reflected.
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1

Linear RS roller shutter shaft

Roller shutter shaft Integra 2-13:

• Seamlessly integrated and expertly installed roller shutter shaft in the staircase.
• The upper step is twice as wide, creating a flatwater sitting, lying, and lounging area.
• The first two steps are designed to double as a lid with hinges, allowing for easy opening and access.

• No loss of swimming length or space.
• The cover is installed below the watersurface, creating a flatwater bench for lounging.
• No annoying or intrusive cover elements in or around the pool surface.
• Extended high-water level up to 5 cm below the coping stones is available.
• Easy, secure access through the hinged cover. The cover can be easily opened and folded forward.

Thermosafe advantages:
• The cover is expertly engineered and installed below the water surface, delivering a discrete  
 and seamless appearance that requires no additional covering.

• The cover remains clean and disinfected with the carefully filtered pool water, preventing dirt  
    from sticking. 

• Any dirt deposits can be quickly, easily, and effortlessly vacuumed using a vacuum cleaner  
 connected to the skimmer.

There are five variants available of the underfloor roller shutters designed exclusively for our  
prefabricated pools.

Thermosafe roller shutter covers 
are generally installed in underfloor  
systems. The roller shutter is discrete-
ly rolled up below the water level.

RivieraPool roller 
shutter systems

The roller shutter shaft extends 
the pool by 80 cm.

The niche extends the pool by approx. 
35 cm and shortens the swimming length 
by approx. 50 cm.

Extends the pool by approx. 30 cm and  
shortens the swimming length by approx.  
62 cm.

The roller shutter shaft extends 
the pool by 50 cm.

The roller shutter shaft extends 
the pool by 25 cm.

• No loss of swimming length, straight pool wall.
• Cover made of durable wood or stone at the same level as the coping stones, delivering easy and  

direct access to the roller shutters and roll-up fixture.

Inline roller shutter bench

• The foldable, inline bench delivering a sleek and elegant look. Factory installed, the 370 inline bench 
is available with an optional air bubble system. Ideal for overflow pools.

• Roller shutter bench is factory installed for convenience and efficiency.
• The cover is hinged and can be easily opened up and adjusted.

• The ultimate in visual discretion and streamlined design, straight pool wall makes this ideal to turn around.
• Offering total convenience and discretion, the roller shutter is located below the coping stones and  

behind a removable pool wall, while slats come out of a gap below the water level. 
• The gap at the bottom of the removable pool wall makes cleaning and maintenance easy and accessible.
• An integrated skimmer is located in the incline of the niche, while the lid is accessible from above.
• The suction fittings of the counter-current system can be completely concealed with this model.

Roller shutter niche for skimmer pools

Underfloor roller shutter shaft
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Technische Vereinigung 
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Quality made in Germany.

Resistant to osmosis due to epoxy acrylate.

Insulation that saves energy.

Stabilisation.

Fine cell layer to minimise fibre prints along the high-gloss surface,  
creating a smoother, easier-to-care-for pool surface.

Duracolor 90 HD – the synthetic, high-density paint carrier layer  
specifically developed for heavily used swimming pool surfaces.

Robust carrier layer formulated with high-strength random fibre mats  
and chemically durable fibreglass.

Ceramic coupling layer designed to create a homogenous and durable  
structure that is ready to stand the test of time. All layers are embedded in  
our resilient epoxy acrylate, providing resistance to wear and tear and  
improving overall efficiency.

Fortified fine fibreglass layer as its structural base.

30 mm of rigid polyurethane foam along the bottom of the pool and 20 mm 
within the walls.

Powerful outer layer designed to contain, compress, and encapsulate the 
many layers of expertly engineered craftsmanship of your pool. Delivering 
superior structure stability, each pool is reinforced with steel inserts within  
the longitudinal walls to ensure dimensional accuracy and ultimate durability.

Each RivieraPool is made of seven layers, with each taking on a specific function 
and purpose-designed to meet our stringent and sophisticated special require-
ments, as well as industry standards in swimming pool construction. Combined, 
these critical seven layers are the key ingredients responsible for making your  
RivieraPool exceptionally well crafted and beautifully constructed.

Colourfast, easy to care for, kind to your skin.

its ability to withstand multiple practi-
cal loads. We focus on highly specific  
parameters and requirements in order 
to deliver a superior product that will 
elevate your home swimming pool 
and backyard water garden experi-
ence. We take the time to maintain 
strict records and extensive material 
usage logs that span throughout the 
years – from our very first products to 
the most up-and-coming designs. In 
other words, we will stop at absolutely 

At RivieraPool, we take our commit-
ment to our customers and the swim-
ming pool industry seriously. From 
the long nights engineering the next 
big swimming pool technological ad-
vancement to painstakingly crafting a 
prefabricated pool for our valued cli-
ents, everything we do is focused on 
the quality, comfort, durability, lon-
gevity, and strength of our products. 
We focus on quality management 
throughout our entire process – from 
materials to design, engineering meet-
ings to construction, delivery to cus-
tomer service, and beyond. As com-
mitted members of the AVK (Working 
Group for Reinforced Plastics), our pro-

duction technicians work alongside 
our raw material suppliers to examine 
every facet of each pool we design, 
sell, and install. We explore how treat-
ment agents will impact the durability, 
consider how different disinfectants 
effect the overall experience, and con-
sider all environmental factors and 
how it might relate to the longevity 
and quality of our product. We rigor-
ously test mechanical processes and 
select raw materials that adhere to 
our strict standards. We examine each 
component for colour fastness, tem-
perature resilience, and durability. Each 
product, design, and material are sub-
jected to extensive testing for assess 

Good reasons for a RivieraPool.

nothing to ensure a product and expe-
rience that you will absolutely love and 
adore for years and years to come. Our 
commitment to excellence is without 
a doubt our number one advantage 
over any other swimming pool on the 
market today.

20 years on water tightness  
of the fibreglass pool shell.

Active member in the Working Group
Reinforced Plastics, Technical 

Association e.V. (AVK-TV)

Applies throughout the European Union to every first-time, private  
buyer of a RivieraPool prefabricated swimming pool.

•  20-Year guarantee on water tightness of the fibreglass pool body
•  10-Year guarantee on non-blistering and non-delamination pool body
•     5-Year guarantee against defects in built-in parts and pipes
•     2-Year guarantee against defects on electrical components
                                            (pumps, motors, heaters, etc)

RivieraPool guarantees long-lasting durability 
and quality:
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When you purchase an automobile, 
you expect the manufacturer to have 
taken the time to explore every aspect 
of safety, low operating costs, longevity 
and driving pleasure. After all, it is a 
product that has been perfected and 
laboured over to create a universally 

Design concept:
- Design forms that are straightforward,  

chic, and timeless
- Surface colours that deliver a natural stone look
- Fittings crafted from durable stainless steel
- Contemporary coping stones
- Unique handrails that are safe and beautiful
- Applications made from precious wood
- Colours that express your unique style

Energy concept:
- Insulated multi-layer construction 
- Thermotec backfilling provides additional insulation
-"Thermosafe" solar roller shutter cover adds heat  

into the pool

Safety concept:
- Roller shutter safety edge
- Roller shutter slats that are chic and strong
- Stairs in a different colour (optional) and non-slip materials
- Handrails for safe entry and exit
- Safety suction fittings according to DIN
- Stair construction according to DIN standard

Construction:
- Single-piece construction made of epoxy acrylate
- Pore-free, super smooth surface that is easy to care 
  for and maintain
- Time-tested sandwich construction since 1970
- Steel reinforcements for stability and security
- 6° wall incline
- Economical, efficient, and affordable to operate

loved experience that everyone can 
agree on. This is exactly what you can 
expect from your RivieraPool. We have 
the years of experience and organisa-
tional commitment to deliver a swim-
ming pool that features stylish design, 
robust construction, superior quality, 

outstanding functionality, and unsur-
passed beauty that will endure for 
decades. Manufactured in the factory, 
installed in your garden and ready to 
use in a few days.

Convenient, easy access to the 
technical equipment.  
Four-part wooden deck, hinged

FunPak 4.2:  
Flow and massage system 
for daily fitness, comfort, and 
relaxation

More than a swimming pool ...

Choose to add on one of our 
iconic solar roller shutter 

covers for additional warmth, 
safety, and security,

5 years warranty

Large, non-slip steps that also serve 
as sitting and lounging areas

"Integra 2-13" with flat water bench delivers 
a high-water level that maintains the entire 
swimming area for maximum comfort and 
efficiency

Integrated roller shutter 
safety edge

All fittings within the backfill area are made of 
sturdy gunmetal or stainless steel

Safety suction 
fittings

Stainless steel 
fittings and 
handrails

Seven layers of high-quality epoxy-acrylate 
with ceramic core and steel inserts  
(SIS system)

Hard foam insulation built into the walls  
and floor of the pool, stable and frost-proof 
construction

Sandwich construction and proven quality

Integrated technical equipment

Economical & safe Strong, powerful counter-current and massage 
systems for fitness and relaxation

... Design. Quality. Functionality.

Quickly built

Smart roller shutter systems

Robust & durable

…that safely cover the water and maintain heat

Easy-care, pore-free smooth sur-
face made of Duracolor 90 HD

6° wall incline featuring soft radii and 
corners to deliver easy, convenient, and 
stress-free cleaning of walls and floors with 
automatic floor cleaner
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Here is where the real strengths of your RivieraPool really come into play:

Microjet massage jets

Superjet 19 massage jets

Geyser

FunPak is the compact flow and  

massage system designed by 

RivieraPool that turns your Modena 

step-end into an active centre of fun, 

fitness, and relaxation. Whether you 

are looking for a powerful massage 

or a shallow rush of soothing water - 

FunPak delivers.

Your RivieraPool swimming pool is 

ready to go right from the begin-

ning with everything installed at the 

factory.

The double jet counter-current system is at the heart of your FunPak, providing neces-
sary resistance and comfort to your fitness regimen or relaxation sessions. Both nozzles 
are driven by a 2.6 kW pump unit that easily switches on with the push of a button. A 
motor valve switches the direction of the water output either to the massage jets or to the  
counter-swim, helping you achieve your health and wellness goals easily and comfortably. 

Functionality:

•  Counter current systems help you achieve your 
fitness or swimming training right in your 
backyard - no matter how big your pool is.

•  The Modena step offers wonderful space to re-
lax and unwind in the sun.

• The Fun Pak: A massage package that trans-
forms your Modena step-end to an active cen-
tre of rest, comfort, and relaxation. With two 
powerful massage jets for the lower back, six 
microjet massage jets radiating at specific 
points on the left and right of the spine, two 

powerful counter-swim nozzles for active swim 
training, and a floor geyser, you can achieve a 
total body massage or terrific workout in one 
place.

•  Aqua Fitness: Achieving your daily water aero-
bics goals is easy with our counter-current sys-
tem. RivieraPool swimming pools also feature 
handrails for exercises on the feet and knees, as 
well as matching handles for exercises for the 
hips and arm rests for training the spine.

FunPak 4.2
Underwater massage

Counter-current system

The FunPak 
Health and wellness  
highlights:

Two powerful and fully adjustable air and water nozzles are ideal  
for larger body areas including the back and deliver a powerful and re-
storative massage.

A tremendously powerful water jet feature that has it all. This powerful 
fountain delivers tremendously deep massages to the legs, feet, and body 
that rivals any massage you might receive in a high-priced salon or spa.

1 Six powerful microjet massage jets are targeted at specific points on the 
left and right side of the spine, providing a deep and direct massage.
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If you could picture your perfect backyard swimming pool 
and personal oasis, what would it look like?  Create a 
MoodBoard with all of your dream features, such as tex-
ture, lights, features, size, colours, and more. What ‘ingre-
dients’ would you want to have in your pool? Modern computer modelling and digital rendering make envisioning and creating your dream pool easy, fast, and fun. Consider a wide assortment of 

variations and possibilities digitally. We will work with your local landscaping company to make your dream come true, and through targeted and mind-
ful design, save you money over the long run by creating the perfect backyard water garden for you and your family the first time.

Start imagining. Start dreaming. Start planning...

Stop dreaming and start doing!  Creating the pool of your 
dreams starts with some professional planning – and our 
team is here to help you envision and create a pool that 
includes all of the details that are important to you and 
your vision.

... Living by the water.
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Delivery and installation

Concrete floor slab. Backfilling with lean concrete  
or modern insulating concrete.

Installation with backfilling

Installation on a base plate. Method for outdoor pools.

Delivery with a special truck,  
unloading by crane.

Prefabricated pool. Quick and  
easy installation.

Installation by hand, crane or  
helicopter.

Self-supporting installation with 
laminated steel wall supports

Self-supporting installation with laminated steel wall  
supports (pool with overflow channel)

Installation with wall struts



pools.info

pools.bayern

•  Neuötting

poolsplace

HOFQUARTIER 
TAUFKIRCHEN
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Welcome to RivieraPool ...

pools.info

Take a look for
yourself

RivieraPoolgarten

in Geeste-Dalum

in Southern Germany

Our 
exhibition centres

•  RivieraPoolgarten: 
   RivieraPool in the "Hofquartier"  
   in Taufkirchen near Munich

•  "poolsplace" in Rheinau-Linx,  
 Baden-Württemberg

Over 2000 m² factory exhibition 
"pools.info" in Geeste-Dalum.

For some people, seeing is believing. If 
you would like to experience the luxury 
and opulence of the iconic RivieraPool 
D-Line for yourself, we cordially invite 
you to our showroom in Emsland. Take 
a look and explore the magic of our 
sublime D-Line pools for yourself, from 
our Ancona with WetLounge and RS 
staircase, to the beautiful Modena fit-
ness pool, or an elegant mosaic pool 
from our M-Line series, to our standard 
Ancona design – no matter what pool 
you’re dreaming of, we have them 
ready for testing in our RivieraPool gar-
den. Including a changing room in our 
modern pool house, you will have in-
stant access to all of our cutting-edge 
technology and elegantly designed 
pools available to test, view, and review. 
We also offer additional swimming 

pools and whirlpools for private and 
commercial areas, as well as accessories 
and design ideas available in our facto-
ry exhibition “pools.info”. RivieraPool 
proudly offers consultation and design 
support that is stress-free, relaxing, and 
fun. Sit down by the fireplace with our 
team of pool design professionals and 
start to imagine your life by the water. 
Contact our team today!
www.pools.info

RivieraPool in the "Hofquartier" in 
Taufkirchen near Munich.

Together with our co-exhibitors, fur-
nishing professionals and innovators 
at the “Hofquartier”, RivieraPool deliv-
ers superior pool garden design and 
premium prefabricated swimming 
pools that are durably built, elegantly 
designed, and tremendously chic. We 

help you get the most out of your 
swimming pool and backyard oasis, 
whether we are helping you design an 
indoor or outdoor water experience. 
Experience one of the leading manu-
facturers and revolutionaries in the 
modern swimming pool space in our 
gorgeously appointed pool garden.
www. pools.bayern

"poolsplace" - Rheinau-Linx
Modern pool exhibition on over 
14.000 m².

RivieraPool proudly partners with a total 
of six manufacturers within the pool 
and swimming pond industry to deliver 
a swimming pool and spa experience 
that is far superior to any other product 
on the market today. Featuring two pre-
fabricated swimming pools, one with 
classic filter technology, and a natural 

pool with crystal clear water, whirlpools, 
showers, and other water features – Rivi-
eraPool offers a lavish and exclusive pool 
house for clients to dream up and ex-
plore the possibility of a backyard water 
garden in the comfort of their own 
home. 
Within PoolsPlace, interested clients can 
explore chic ideas and find endless in-
spiration for their own bathing garden, 
or simply find superior accessories for 
their existing swimming pool. Our exhi-
bition and advice centre offers insight, 
information, and guidance into the 
world of pools, including a comprehen-
sive overview of the different pool types 
and shapes, as well as the best accesso-
ries to match. PoolsPlace employees will 
offer advice, provide samples, and re-
view various material options. They will 
discuss a variety of options to cultivate 
your ideal water garden – from identify-
ing the best swimming pool retailers to 

landscaping companies, architects to 
planners, and special designers – 
everything will be laid out and present-
ed to you in a way that is stress-free, fun, 
and convenient. For more information, 
visit us at:
www.poolsplace.de

RivieraPool exhibitions at our 
specialist dealers.

We encourage you to take a moment to 
review the exhibition section of our web-
site and perhaps identify one of our 
ProPartners or partners who can help you 
make your RivieraPool dream a reality.
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The innovation award of the
"SCHWIMMBAD & SAUNA"

The innovation award of the
"SCHWIMMBAD & SAUNA"

The innovation award of the
"SCHWIMMBAD & SAUNA"

The innovation award of the
"SCHWIMMBAD & SAUNA"

• OPENING OF THE NEW
  EXHIBITION centre for 
  Swimming pools & whirlpools
„POOLS.INFO“ in Dalum

2000-2005

• INTERMEDIATE  
STORAGE in Rossau:  
Logistic hub for

  East-West business

• FOUNDING of Reku
  Slovakia in Trnava,
  Slovakia

 

• FOUNDING OF
  Rengers Kunststoffe
  by Gisela & Josef
  Rengers in Dalum

 

• FOUNDING of 
  RivieraPool GmbH

• EXTENSION of the
  exhibition space

 

• The first special
  transporter for
  swimming pools

• Expansion of the
  sales networks

Rengers Group of Companies

• OPENING OF 
RIVIERAPOOL GARDENS 
in Geeste-Dalum

• Classic XL –  CURRENTLY THE LARGEST
  ONE-PIECE PREFABRICATED POOL

• OPENING OF 
"World of Living"  
in Rheinau-Linx

WINNER IN THE CATEGORY:
SWIMMING POOL
D•LINE SERIES

WINNER IN THE CATEGORY:
SWIMMING POOL
SWIM & FUN SERIES

• STREBELPREIS for
  Gisela & Josef Rengers

  Award for the merits  
in the swimming pool 
industry

• OPENING OF  
RIVIERAPOOL GARDENS 
in Bavarian Neuötting

FURTHER AWARDS IN THE 
CATEGORIES:
SWIMMING POOL SERIES “MLINE” AND
SAUNA INFRARED / STEAM BATH
ACCESSORIES "ICE CUBE"

• 3 GOLDEN WAVES:
 
   WINNER IN THE CATEGORY  
   WHIRLPOOLS  "STRATO PORTABLE" 

OPENING OF THE LARGEST POOL & SWIMMING POND EXHIBITION IN  
GERMANY: RivieraPoolgarten in the Hofquartier in Munich-Taufkirchen

WINNER IN THE CATEGORY:
SWIMMING POOL
“WETLOUNGE“

• RECORD POOL IN THE ANNIVERSARY YEAR
  The largest RivieraPool swimming pool  is 20 metres long  

and 8 metres wide. It is unique in form, function and  
equipment.

mer service, expert advice, and on-site 
assembly.

Showrooms and exhibition rooms 
throughout Germany

Schedule your appointment with 
one of our highly trained RivieraPart-
ner or ProPartner experts today, and 
receive the advice, information, and 
support you need to create the back-
yard swimming pool of your dreams. 
Choose between an on-site visit at your 
home or consider going to one of our  
luxury showrooms located throughout 

Proud to be a family-owned and operated 

company, RivieraPool has established itself 

as being one of the leading manufacturers 

of prefabricated swimming pools and 

whirlpools throughout Europe. Today,  

RivieraPool products can be found in pri-

vate bathing gardens and indoor swim-

ming pools throughout the world, includ-

ing in hotels and on cruise ships, as well 

as in municipal leisure pools in hundreds 

of communities.

The Rengers Group of companies  
includes three companies founded in 
Germany and Slovakia. With a total of 
200 employees, the Rengers Group 

of Companies include Rengers Kunst- 
stoffververarbeitung GmbH, which 
is responsible for all production, and 
RivieraPool Fertigschwimmbad GmbH 
which is responsible for the sale and 
support of all products. The manufac-
turing plant in Trnava in Slovakia pro-
duces high-quality products for the 
markets in Western and Eastern Europe. 
In our innovative 1.900 square metre 
exhibition and showroom located in 
Geeste-Dalum, RivieraPool displays our 
cutting-edge swimming pools, sauna 
plunge pools, and whirlpools featuring 
a variety of different options, and our 
Europe-wide sales network of special-
ist dealers guarantees superior custo- 

The service

Your RivieraPool specialist and approved 
dealer will also be available for all of 
your service needs and will take care of 
all of your needs, concerns, wishes, or 
questions. Fast spare part supply, quick 
service, and a technical hotline to our 
factory is available with each RivieraPool 
purchase. Each pool has its own serial 
identifier, helping you obtain parts and 
information on your product quickly, 
easily, and efficiently – even decades 
down the road.

Germany. Each of our specialists have 
been trained and are available to offer 
you product details, installation sug-
gestions, and individual solutions de-
signed to help you bring the magic of a  
RivieraPool swimming pool or spa to life.

The delivery of your RivieraPool...

takes place either directly from the fac-
tory or from the dealer’s warehouse. 
Upon delivery, your pool specialist or 
dealer will be available on-site to help 
take care of the details and educate 
you on the use and maintenance for 
your new RivieraPool – from cleaning 
to water care, and beyond.
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RivieraPool Fertigschwimmbad GmbH • Klöcknerstraße 2 • D-49744 Geeste • Tel.: +49 5937 660 • E-Mail: info@rivierapool.com

rivierapool.com

One of the leading  
German manufacturers  
of prefabricated swimming 
pools, pool equipment  
and whirlpools. 
Member in the BSW.

Dream pools made in Germany ...


